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                                    Your outcomes—delivered
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                    LMS100 aeroderivative gas turbine

                    A single, economical solution for the dispatch needs of nearly every industry condition.
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                            GTG output
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                            net efficiency
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                            reliability/availability
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            Flexible, fast, modular

            
            Meet the LMS100*

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    

                                
                            

                            
                                Flexibility

                                The LMS100 can provide power at part load as efficiently as most gas turbines at full load, and can operate with very little power loss, supporting the grid in times of high demand.

                                
                            

                        
                    
                    
                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    

                                
                            

                            
                                Fast start

                                Its intercooled gas turbine system provides rapid startup, with an 8-minute start to full load and emergency ramp speeds of up to 500 MW/minute.

                                
                            

                        
                    
                    
                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    

                                
                            

                            
                                Modular configuration

                                Construction includes a modular “supercore”, which can be exchanged in less than four days to enhance plant availability.
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            Specifications

            The highest efficiency

            If it’s efficiency you’re looking for, search no more. Our LMS100 aeroderivative gas turbine is one of the highest simple cycle efficiency gas turbines in the world.

                [image: ]

            
                	50 Hz
	60 Hz

 
            

            50 Hz selected

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

                    	 	LMS100 PA+	LMS100 PB+
	Net output (MW)	113	106.5
	Net heat rate (Btu/kWh, LHV)	7935	8017
	Net heat rate (kJ/kWh, LHV)	8371	8458
	Net efficiency (%, LHV)	43%	42.6%
	Ramp rate (MW/minute)	50+	50+
	Startup time (cold iron) (min.)	8	8


                    
                

                
                    Simple Cycle

                            
	
                
                    Combined Cycle 1x1

                

                
                    Combined Cycle 2x1

                
		
                 
                    
                          LMS100 gas turbines can start up in 8 minutes

                    

                    
                        NOTE: All ratings are based on ISO conditions and natural gas fuel. Actual performance will vary with project-specific conditions and fuel.
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                Featured webinar

                
                Aero Level-2 shops: Local service on a global scale

                Join Mort Smith, Wayne Romeo, Robert Hammond, and our regional expert for Asia, Walter Pakai in our upcoming webinar to dive into the repair capabilities of our L2 shops for your aero fleet.
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      Customer story

		
		
         
            	
                     
                        Jiangsu Etern Company Limited: Bangladesh

                     

                  
	
                     
                        Sentinel Energy: California, USA

                     

                  


            	
                     
                        Jiangsu Etern Company Limited: Bangladesh

                     

                  
	
                     
                        Sentinel Energy: California, USA

                     

                  


            

         

         
            
				
                  Jiangsu Etern Company Limited: Bangladesh

                  
                     GE Gas Power was selected by the Jiangsu Etern Company Limited to supply its LMS100 gas turbine for an upcoming 100-MW, simple-cycle, natural-gas-based power plant located in the city of Shahjibazar in Bangladesh—a country whose power sector is in a major growth spurt.


                  
                  
                  




    
    
    
    
        
        
            
                
                    100-MW

new fuel efficiency



99.6%

with three modes: base, peak, and swing
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			" 
           	"Among their projects is a 100 MW simple cycle natural gas-fired power plant in Shahjibazar. Jiangsu Etern Co. Ltd., the company designated by BPDB to provide the turnkey solution, has selected GE’s highly efficient LMS100 aeroderivative gas turbine to power the Shahjibazar plant. Well-suited to meet fluctuating grid conditions, the LMS100 will enable plant operation in three modes: base, peak, and swing. The added flexibility of dual fuel operation will allow the turbine to operate on both natural gas and LPG with zero fuel transition cost."

 
			
				 Mr. Yan Wei

                 Vice Chairman, Jiangsu Etern Co. Ltd.

			

		
	
	







    
        
        
        
        
        
            
        
            
        
            
                
                    Read the full customer story  
                    
                             
                    
                
            

            

             
        

    







	
                

            

        

    






               

            
				
                  Sentinel Energy: California, USA

                  
                     Competitive Power Ventures, Inc. (CPV) created its Sentinel Energy Project—a unique 800-MW natural gas-powered plant in Riverside County. Powering this project are 8 GE Gas Power LMS100 aeroderivative gas turbines. Learn how GE Power is playing an important role in did GE add to such an intrepid project.


                  
                  
                  




    
    
    
    
        
        
            
                
                    1st

natural-gas fired project of its kind



640,000+

homes needing power in California Edison
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			" 
           	"With California's San Onofre nuclear plant off-line, and power reserves expected to be tight, it’s more important than ever that the CPV Sentinel Energy Project supports power reliability in our summers. The teams did a fantastic job of working with GE to complete this project ahead of schedule and on budget."

 
			
				 John Murphy

                 Senior Vice President of Engineering and Construction for CPV
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         Learn more
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	Aero fuel flexibility white paper
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                    Get more from your LM100 aero turbine
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                                        Upgrades
											
										

                                        Our gas turbine solutions can boost performance and reliability, deliver better efficiency and flexibility, and extend asset life. Whether you need to upgrade your existing engine with our Repower solutions or improve load balancing, explore our gas turbine upgrades tool.
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                                        Maintenance and repairs
											
										

                                        From outages as short as two days—with module and engine exchanges—to customized off-season outages, equipment and engine leasing, upgrades, digital solutions and repairs, our network of global service centers and field service teams combine the highest quality of expertise and technical aeroderivative gas turbine support with timely, flexible solutions and predictable repair costs.
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                                        Parts
											
										

                                        Reliable plant operations depend on access to flexible parts service. Our global distribution centers are linked to regional supply chains, meaning you’ve got access to the highest-quality component inventory.
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                                        Long-term service agreements
											
										

                                        Business environments are constantly transforming, but you need to deliver consistent outcomes. By partnering with us for long-term service agreements (LTSAs), you’ll be able to realize the full potential of your gas plant.

                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    
                    
                    
                

            

        

    





    
    








        
        
            



            




    
    
    
     
        
            Products

            
            Find the right gas turbine to meet your needs

            Whether you're generating power for entire cities, electrifying your own operations, or are facing an emergency electricity shortage and need power fast, we can act as a versatile gas turbine supplier, ready to quickly provide a range of solutions.



            
                
                    View by frequency
                    	50Hz
	60Hz


                

                
                    View by configuration
                    	Simple
	1x1CC
	2x1CC


                

                
                    View by type
                    	All
	Heavy duty
	Aeroderivative


                

            

            
                
                                	
                        
                            
                                9HA

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        GE’s 9HA high efficiency, air-cooled gas turbine is one of the industry leaders among H-class offerings, and now the 9HA gas turbine is at the heart of the world's most efficient combined-cycle power plant.
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                                        	 	9HA.01	9HA.02
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                                             9HA gas turbines are 50% hydrogen (H2) capable with a technology pathway to 100%

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 9HA series gas turbine 
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                9F

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        With over 450 units deployed to more than 40 countries, GE has the largest operating and most experienced OEM F-class fleet in the world. Our 9F gas turbine delivers consistent performance and accommodates a diverse range of fuels, making it great for a variety of combined cycle and CHP applications.
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                                             9F series turbines are GE’s most advanced F-class technology for 50 Hz applications.

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 9F series gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 9F series gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                7HA

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        GE’s 7HA high efficiency air-cooled gas turbine is one of the industry leaders among advanced class gas turbine offerings and is available in three models—the 7HA.01 at 290 MW, the 7HA.02 at 384 MW, and the 7HA.03 at 430 MW.
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                                             7HA gas turbines are up to 50% hydrogen (H2) capable with a technology pathway to 100%

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about the 7HA 
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                7F

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        The demands of today’s power generation industry are many: low cost of electricity, dispatch volatility, along with high efficiency, reliability, and asset availability. With approximately 950 installed units producing ~175GW of power in 11 countries, GE’s 7F.04 and 7F.05 gas turbines are proven performers in all these areas.
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                                             7F series gas turbines can balance renewables by load-following at 40 MW/min ramp rates while maintaining emissions compliance.

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 7F Series gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 7F Series gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                GT13E2

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        With unprecedented operational flexibility, robust engineering and long operation intervals, the GT13E2 can be used in many different applications—all while meeting a very broad range of environment and operating conditions.
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                                             GT13e2 gas turbines can run on up to 30% hydrogen fuel.

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about GT13e2 gas turbine 
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your GT13e2 gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                9E

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Formerly known as the Frame 9E, GE Gas Power’s 9E gas turbine can help decrease costs and increase revenue for your plant. From the desert to the tropics to the arctic, the rugged 9E.03 heavy-duty gas turbine provides essential power and performs in a vast number of duty cycles and applications. The 9E.04 gas turbine provides increased power and performance while maintaining the simplicity and operational strengths of the 9E.03.
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                                             9E series gas turbines can run on 52 types of fuel.

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 9E Series gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 9E Series gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                LMS100

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        A single, economical solution for the dispatch needs of nearly every industry condition.
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                                             LMS100 gas turbines can start up in 8 minutes

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about LMS100 gas turbine 
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your LMS100 gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                7E

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        The 7E.03 gas turbine is recognized as an industry leader for 60 Hz industrial power applications. Its robust architecture and operational flexibility make it well-suited for a variety of peaking, cyclic, and baseload operations. With state-of-the-art fuel handling equipment, multi-fuel combustion system options, and advanced gas path features, the 7E gas turbine can accommodate a full range of fuel alternatives while helping to deliver better efficiency and lower emissions than other technologies in its class.
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                                             7E series gas turbines can deliver 100% load in 10 minutes.

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 7E Series gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 7E Series gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                6F

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        GE’s 6F gas turbine offers the superior performance, reliability, and flexibility typically associated with larger power plants. Our 6F.03 gas turbine packs big power into a small package, offering durability and flexibility for harsh, remote, or floating power environments. Whether it be for 50 or 60 Hz, the 6F gas turbine can maintain enhanced output and exhaust energy for combined cycle and CHP performance. The 6F.03 offers segment-leading 32,000-hour combustion and hot gas path inspection intervals.
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                                             6F gas turbines offer fuel flexibility and hydrogen capability while maintaining the reliability you’ve come to depend on

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 6F gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 6F gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                LM6000

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        A leader in the +40 MW space, the LM6000 has over 40 million operating hours and more than 1,300 units shipped.
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                                             LM6000 gas turbines can start up in 5 minutes

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about LM6000 gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your LM6000 gas turbines
                                        

                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                                	
                        
                            
                                6B

                                

                                

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Its ability to operate in island mode, coupled with multiple decades of proven rugged performance, make the 6B an excellent solution for remote installations and extreme operating conditions. The rugged, reliable 6B heavy-duty gas turbine is a popular choice for refineries, natural gas liquefaction power, CHP applications, and industrial power.
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                                             6B gas turbines can operate on a wide range of non-standard gas or liquid fuels, including over 90% hydrogen

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about 6B gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your 6B gas turbines
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                                        The LM2500 family of aeroderivative gas turbines boasts several times the operating experience of its competitors combined, and its flexibility and reliability are unsurpassed.
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                                             LM2500 gas turbines feature >99.8% availability

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about LM2500 gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your LM2500 gas turbines
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                                        Introducing one of the world’s most modular, reliable, and experienced mobile gas turbines.
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                                             TM2500 gas turbines can be installed and commissioned in 11 days

                                        

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                Learn more about TM2500 gas turbine  
                                                
                                                     
                                                
                                            
                                            Upgrade your TM2500 gas turbines
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                Want to learn more about the LMS100 gas turbine? 
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            *Trademark of GE Vernova and/or its affiliates.
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					Gas Power engineers cleaner, more accessible energy that communities depend on to power growth and prosperity.
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					Decarbonization - the future of energy

					See how Gas Power is helping to build a world that works.
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